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) Case No.: TA089202
6 THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF )

CALIFORNIA, )
7 )

Plaintiff, )
8 )

vs. )
9 )

MARLON MORALES, )
10 )

Defendant, )
11 )

)
12 )

)
13
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15
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17

18
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20

Transcription of the tape-recorded interview ofAlice Carver.

The following speakers are:

Detective Zambos - "DZ"

Detective Kruchenski - "DK"

Alice Carver - "AC"

Female Voice - "FV"

21 DK:

22 FV:

23 DZ:

24 FV:

25 DZ:•

January 30th
, 10:40, Kruchenski and Zambos, Southeast Station, with Alice Carver.

Hi.

Hi. How you doing? How's everything going?

Pretty good. Pretty good. Happy New Year.

Happy New Year. How you doing? ~(unintelligible)
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• 1

2

(unintelligible conversation/echo).

FV: Might be jealous.

3 DZ: You never know.

4 FV: (laughter)

5 DZ: No wife, no jealousy, everything's really cool.

6 FV: Okay.

7 DZ: In fact, I kind oflike the look.

__-,(unintelligible).

(laughter)

DZ:9

8

10

11

DK:

DZ:

Aren't you going to be locked in?

Okay. You know what this is regarding.

12 FV: The shooting.

13

• 14

DZ: Right. We're going to show you some photographs. I'm going to read something to you

first and see if you can just, just might identify the guy, or maybe you might have seen

15 him at the scene or something. Okay? We're going to show you some and just give it a

16 shot and see what happens.

17 FV: Okay.

18 DZ: Okay?

19 AC: He's not deceased is he?

20 DZ: No.

2l FV: Okay (laughter).

22 DK: *Ad we'Uking about the gil)' who had the gun, who shot the gun _

23 DZ: Shot, shot and then ran between the houses or ran to that house that you said you saw up

24 on the comer.

• 25 AC: I don't, I didn't get a real clear view ofhim.
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- 1 DZ:

2 AC:

3 DZ:

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Right.

But I know his com~exion and everything, the type.-
We'll take a peek at it and see what happens. I'm going to read something to you and

you can read it with me while I read this. In a moment I'm going to show you some

photographs. This group of photographs mayor may not contain a picture of the person

who committed the crime now being investigated. Keep in mind that hairstyles, beards

and mustaches may be easily changed, also, photographs may always depict the true

complexion of the person, it may be lighter or darker than shown in the photo. Pay no

attention to any markings or numbers that may appear on the photos, or any other

differences in type or style of photographs. When you have looked at all of the photos

tell me whether or not you see the person who committed the crime. Do not tell any

other witnesses that you've identified anyone.

13

-14
15

16

17

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC: -

Mmrnhmm.

Okay? This is all between us?

Exactly.

Nobody else. Okay.

Number three kind oflooks like him.

22

21

18 DZ: Okay. And that's because of what?

19 AC: The complexion.
•

20 DZ: Okay. Remember when I read to you, they may be a little lighter or darker, the photos.

Like if they take a picture of me, I may be lighter than it's actually showing or I may be

darker because of the lighting.

23 AC: Mmrn hmm.

24 DZ: So don't look at the skin complexion. Try to put the eyes, the nose, the mouth and the

• 25 forehead and the ears all together in a package and see. Forget about the skin color and
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• 1

2

3
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5

6

7

8

forget about their hairstyles because we can change them, we can add a mustache and

take it a mustache off, we can make it lighter by putting more color on to it, we can take

color away by making the photo darker. You know, obviously, my hair is longer or

shorter, you can put it in, in braids, you can take it out of braids. Just kind oflook at the

face in general and see if you can tell by the face itself.

AC, , Bo' _ .....;;;" ili;og I dido" ""'I, look oJ hi, "':. ~
DZ: Okay. Okay.

AC: He had a, just like the number six guy, he had a hood like that but it was over his head.
~ 1 _ a;

9

10

11

12

13

• 14

15

16

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

DK:

He had a, he had hoodie on? Yeah.

And you couldn't really like tell if it's him or not.

Okay.

Mmm hmm. But the guy that I saw, he, he didn't have any facial or anything on. ,
Okay.

Is there anyone who is in terms of shape of their head or shape of their face, you know,

jaw, cheeks, catches your eye? And we're just asking uh catches your eye, we're not

saying one hundred percent positive.

17 AC: I, I, I don't know because like I said, number, okay, it could be number 6, it could be

18

19 DZ

-
number 4, because of the complexions.

,

21

22

so

seemed like to everybody else. What, what were you looking at? I already know who's-
in there. I look at your eyes.

23 AC: Mmm hmm.

24 DZ: And I could see you go to four, this is this, four to one. You kept comparing everybody

~25 to four. Was four a reason why you kept comparing everybody to number four?
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• 1 AC: Because of the build.

2 DZ: Because ofthe build? Okay.

3 AC: He was kind of like, he, he wasn't like real, real heavy and he was kind of small, you

4 know.

5 DZ: Mmmhmrn.

6 AC: He's not, and like I say, I couldn't see his hair.

7 DZ: Okay.

8 AC: And his face was kind ofsmall even if he did have the, the hat on.

9 DZ: Okay.

10 AC: His face was not full.

11 DK: A thin face.

12 AC: Yes, a thin face.

13 DK: Yeah that's why we wanted to talk about the cheek, the chins. Those are things that• --- -
14 aren't going to change just based on a camera flash or a haircut.

15 AC: Mmm hmrn. So number four kind of looks like him. If I say he had the hood on, his face

16 is small, but he didn't have any facial.

17 DZ: Oh I'm sorry.

18 DK: Let me do something real quick.

19 AC: That kind oflooks like him.

20 DZ: Okay. If we didn't

21 AC: But he didn't have any of this on him.

22 DZ: No, no goatee or mustache?-23 AC: No, no mustache and no that.
-24 DZ: But see that, that could be __(unintelligible) number four, so it's number three that

25 who you kind of looked at. And two.•
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• 1 AC:

2 DZ:

And I seen him.

And one.

3 AC: (unintelligible).

4 DZ: And five.

5 AC: Mrnrn hrnrn.

6 DZ: And six. And four again.

7 AC: He was kind oflike his build.

8 DZ: Four and there's three again. And then there's six again. Now,

9 AC: That's not him. I think it's that, well

10 DZ: Do you think ---'(unintelligible) number three?

11 AC: Uh huh.

12 DZ: Okay. I'm going to do one other thing for you. ,(unintelligible/echo).

13

• 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC:

DZ:

AC:

A little bit like it...--
A little bit like biHl~

yo

Mrnm hrnrn.

Okay. IfI

But just the hood.

If I told you that picture.

It's number four.

Do you think number four is the same person as that?

Mrnrn hrnrn.

Okay.

Yep.

24 DZ: See the complexion difference? ,(unintelligible) same type ofcomplexion?

25 AC: Yeah.•
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• 1 DZ:

2 AC:

------ -----------------------

Because you said, you talk about face.

Mmmhmm.

3 DZ: But this picture's obviously a lot lighter than this photograph.

4 AC: Moun hmm.

5 DZ: And this is, part of it is the picture and the --.:(unintelligible) photo up.

6 DK: That's just from a few months earlier, six month earlier.

7 DZ: Yeah. So if we were to put that picture in this

8 AC: They're the same.

9 DZ: Okay. You can see the same but it's obviously lighter.

10 AC: Yeah. The, the, the, the view.

11 DZ: Right. But now, now put it back to the crime scene, the person that you saw shooting and

12

13

• 14

15

16

17

AC:

DZ:

DK:

DZ:

running with a hoodie on.

That look like him

It does look like him?

Like him?

The pic, the single photo right here? I mean, obviously, this isn't the same person now

and you're ,(unintelligible).

18 DK: But it's the same person.

19 AC: He was this complexion.

20 DK: Right. Okay.

21 DZ: Put it on my face.

22 AC: Not, not this dark.

23 DZ: What about the facial structure itself though?

24 AC: Yeah. He, he, he didn't have,

•25 DZ: ____,(unintelligible).
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• 1 AC:

2 DZ:

he looked more like this.

The suspect did?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

• 14

AC: Yeah.

DK: Mmmhmm.

DZ: Okay.

DK: And the suspect looked more like this than like this too?

AC: Yeah. Yeah. You couldn't hardly see his facial. On here you can't see it right?

DK: Right.

AC: But on here you can.

DK: Right.

AC: And he looked more this way when he did the shooting. He didn't have nothing.

DK: Okay.

DZ: Okay. Very good. Urn we can just write that up. Okay.-
AC: You know, he looked more, he don't look like this, he looks like that.

15 DZ: He looked like that (,unintelligible).

16 DK: Looks like that. Looks like that small picture.

17 AC: Yes. Exactly.

18 DK: Okay. That, of all the pictures you saw today, the seven pictures, the guy who was

19 shooting on that day in November, on that Saturday afternoon, looked most like that

20 small picture.

21 AC: Number IS.

22 DK: The ISth one.

23 AC: Like that small picture.

24 DK: That small picture. Okay.

• 25 DZ: That picture um
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• 1 DK: From the

2 AC: The day, where he live across the street, because what's where he ran.

3 DK: Uh

4 DZ: Have you ever seen him in the neighborhood before? I might go down the street and find

5 him. IfI go down the street, I need to go up and down that street right?

6 AC: Sometimes.

7 DZ: (unintelligible).

8 AC: There are a lot of guys that there.

9 DZ: Yeah I know.

10 AC: A lot of guys been up there. And like I said, he, what he did. they standing out there
•

11 together.

12 DZ: Right.

13

• 14

AC: I drove up on them. He just turned around and shot him. -'(unintelligible)

asked me was they arguing or something, I don't know.

15 DK: Mmm hmm. Then shot more than once?

16 AC: He shot him six times.

17 DK: Okay.

18 AC: He shot him one time and, like I said, he was standing against the apartment. It was the

•

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

shooter, the, the victim, there was the other guy that took off running to the store. but he

didn't run, he didn't take offrunning until he shot him the, the sixth time. He shot, he

just came from __(unintelligible) and said bam, shot him. I don't know where he sho

him at on his body. He stumbled and fell forward in that spot that I showed you where

the writing was, that's where he fell. And he laid there and he looked around. The guy

was still standing there. When he started shooting him the remaining of the bullets, the

guy started running. He shot him five more times while he was laying on the ground.
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...

didn't hop no fence or nothing like that, so that's when I took you around that comer on
< ... .. 4

Grand. So he couldn't because ofiliat brick, big brick wall. So he went in that house.-He didn't never come back out.

1• 2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 DK:

10 AC:

11

12

13• 14 DK:

•

....

Because at first he acted as though he was going to stop shooting him. Wasn't no one out

that I could see that day. It was two guys and the Water and Power people, they was over
..

there, and they took off running. Because the light caught me, because when I drove up

the light caught me. That's how I got a view ofeverything. And I was going through the

intersection slow because I was going to stop and give CPR, but he, he saw me and then

when he took of running I said well he might come back and shoot me. And that's when

I made the u-turn, like I told you, and came back because I seen him. He didn't even see

me.

Oh you did fine. I mean you, no one questions.

He took, he took off running and then when I came back I said but I want to make sure he

That rear house?=
15 AC: Mmm hmm. But I was wrong for leaving but I had to go pick my daughter up.

16 DZ: And that's, ,(unintelligible) when you came forward and talked to us later that

17 was fine. Your, your family is important.

18 AC: Yeah because when I go to the station and tell you, and I talked to Officer Love, he's the
• •

19 one to tell me to come. Because I talked to the other, the other officers and, you know, in

20
------......- ...---------------..:.,\-,---...1
Jbat..l;lass, that community class. ;

21 DK: Right.

22 DZ:

23 AC:

24 DZ:

25 AC:•

And we do appreciate it.

Mmm hmm. You know he said, he said I have to come for a line up.

No. Well that's what this was.

Ohokay.
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2 AC: Mrnm hmrn. Just not physical.• 1 DZ: That's what this was. That's what we just did.

4

3 DZ: No, unless they want -.:(unintelligible) we'll let the courts worry about that ifit

gets that far.

5 AC: Oh you haven't already?

6 DZ: We don't know yet.

7 AC: Oh.

8 DZ: We don't know yet.-
9 AC:

•
Because he's not talking?

pa $

10 DZ: He's not talking. So we don' know yet. Okay?...
11 AC: Then what about the other guy?

•
12 DZ: The, we haven't found him yet. Nobody know, seems to know who he is. We went to

• 13

14

15

the little, we went to the store across the street. 7
AC: 2:Wclfhowdid:e~ get his picture?~ .. ....

DZ: Well other, other people who, other people have helped us out too.

21

16 AC: Oh.

17 DZ: Okay?

18 AC: But they know who he is.

19 DZ: Oh I'm sure they do.

20 AC: I, they probably told him to shut his mouth up. He's going to be next. Yeah. That's

what that did. He's afraid his homeboys are going to get him.

22 DZ: Well I'm sure that's going to happen.

23 AC: But if you need to call me.

24 DZ: Thanks so much.

• 25 DK: Thanks (unintelligible).
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES'

)
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SS.
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I, Michelle Schluchter, a transcriber for Accutrans Transcription Service, do

hereby certify:

That said proceedings were listened to by me and were transcribed into

typewriting under my direction and supervision; and I hereby certify that the foregoing

transcript of the proceedings is a full, true and correct transcript to the best of my ability.

I further certify that I am neither counsel for nor related to any party to said

action, not in anywise interested in the outcome thereof.

I ~-l:b..
In witness whereof, I have hereunto subscribed my name this c.J day of

,2001 .

MICHELLE SCHLUCHTER

Accutrans Transcription Service
2068 West 2381h Street
Torrance, CA 90501
(310) 325-1429
(310) 325-2876 - fax
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